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1. OVERVIEW
✓ Systembolaget is the state owned company with monopoly of retail sales.
✓ A few big breweries dominate 75% of the market.
✓ Explosion of the craft beer trend continued in Sweden in 2016 with now
o over 250 craft beer breweries in Sweden.
✓ Smaller foreign craft beer producers has better chance to sell to niche craft beer
importers or directly to restaurants.
✓ Attending a beer trade fair gives a good understanding of trends and tastes.
✓ Sweden has a population of about 9,6 million people.
✓ Control authority is Swedish Food Administration

The largest producer ever since the turn of the millennium is Carlsberg Sverige (formerly Pripps), followed by
family-owned Spendrups Bryggeri. Together with Åbro Bryggeri (also family-owned) and Kopparbergs Sofiero
Bryggeri, these breweries represent nearly three quarters of the market and they are generally diversified,
distributing several beer brands (domestic and imported) as well as products such as ciders, soft drinks, water,
wines and spirits.
In 2016, each Swedish drank average 2.4 liters of light beer, 11.9 liters of folk beer, 64.7 liters of soda, 23.5 liters
of bottled water and our favorite packaging is the PET bottle. Statistics on Strong beer will be published in late
June 2018 when we are still waiting for data from the Public Health Authority. In 2015 we drank 32.6 liters of
strong beer (based on the population 15 years and older). Source: http://sverigesbryggerier.se/statistik/
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2. BUSINESS ENTRY AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT:

GROWTH, DECLINE, AND RESURGENCE
In the mid-2000s, several new breweries were founded, and none of the large incumbents have yet failed. The
dominance of a few major breweries, such as Carlsberg/Pripps and Spendrups, has persisted practically ever
since the 1960s, and this oligopolistic market structure does not seem to have precluded new entrepreneurs
from entering into brewing – neither in the late 1980s nor in more recent times. The development of the Swedish
brewing industry in the three most recent decades gives support for this explanation; earlier research shows
that micro-brewers consider the large and established generalist breweries as their main competitors – not
other micro-breweries. Established and large brewers, on the other hand, perceive their large counterparts as
their main rivals; to them, micro-breweries have a positive and complementary function on the market.
An explosion of the craft beer trend continued in Sweden in 2016, as tremendously huge varieties of styles,
tastes, designs and “languages” of beer were sold. Craft beers were offered by foreign breweries, for instance
in the US and the UK, as well as by Swedish players. The bubbling interest in craft beer contributed to the
escalating number of breweries in Sweden, which reached over 200 (included breweries having a license to brew
at other breweries’ premises) in 2016, while there were only about 20 breweries back in the 1990s. Swedish
consumers were clearly becoming more interested in beer and wanted to learn more about everything from the
brewing process to the types of beers being brewed.
Gotlands Brewery is located in the heart of Visby where they produce beer and ale in a traditional manner. The
premises of today’s brewey was the local block brewery between 1855 and 1909. The brewery and Sleepy
Bulldog brand is currently owned by the large brewery Spendrups.
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2.1 COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
The clear leader of beer in 2016 continued to be Carlsberg Sverige, which registered a 34% total volume share.
The company was followed by Spendrups Bryggeri with a 27% total volume share. Carlsberg Sverige has a longstanding presence in Sweden, enabling it to establish and reinforce its market position. The company invests in
marketing, innovation and has a considerable advantage in terms of economies of scale relating to distribution.
The company is a leader in product innovation with a focus on emerging and strong trends. The company
launched Backyard Brew High Wheeler and SorBeer in June 2016, both of which are non/low alcohol beer brands
and meet the surging demand for non/low alcohol beer.
Over recent decades, the number of breweries in Sweden has
basically exploded. Today, more than 240 breweries are operating
commercially and the range of high-quality brews on the market is
wider, deeper and stronger than ever. Note that the only breweries
included are those in the Sveriges Bryggerier (the Swedish Brewers
Association), whose figures these are. Since the mid-1990's there
have been many new micros, who are not all represented in these
figures.

2.2 PROSPECTS
Sales and the popularity of craft beer will continue to grow over the
forecast period, as it is expected that even more micro-breweries
brewing craft beer will pop up across the country. As demand for
craft beer increases, sales of beer are expected to shift towards
Systembolaget, where well-trained staff can give professional
advice on drinking culture, types of beverages and production
processes. Another growing area will be organic beer, as Swedes
presume that organic hops and malts have higher quality.
Systembolaget sold almost 14 million liters of organic beer in 2016,
which corresponded to almost 6% of all beer sold through
Systembolaget. The percentage of organic beer is set to continue
to increase over the forecast period.

Map of brewery locations in Sweden
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2.3 BREWERIES SALES SHARE DIVIDED ON THE STRENGTH OF BEER

Light beer <2,25%
Folk beer +2,8%
Folk beer 3,5%
Middle beer +3,5-4,5%
Strong beer +4,5-5,6%
Strong beer +5,6%
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3. SYSTEMBOLAGET – STATE OWNED RETAIL MONOPOLY
3.1.1

How to get listed at Systembolaget.

It all starts with Systembolaget's purchasers and category managers who are putting together a rough plan on
what different types of products to launch during the year's four release to the fixed range. Through trend
analyzes and contact with the various suppliers, they get a picture of what different customers will demand in
the future and what types of products are actual or may become available on the Swedish market. In addition
to complementing the range of new products, launches will also compete for the beer already available in the
assortment.
Today, all beers are tested before they end up on the shelves of Systembolaget. The locally produced can range
from one to ten different companies. "We make an assessment based on quality and price. We usually start with
one to three stores, we want to be careful generals, "says Adin, beer evaluator at Systembolaget. If the beer
does not maintain sufficient quality, it does not belong to any store. It has also happened that beer did not stay
in the style indicated on the bottle. If so, the brewery has got a chance to fix it. Adin's job is a lot about contacts
with brewers, but there are not so many opinions that one can believe in his assessments. "Usually it's a brewery
that sells a lot at the beginning and wants to enter more stores. But sales almost always decline after the first
month. It's after three to four months that you can see the real demand. A brewery who does good and styletyped beer therefore has good chances to enter Systembolagets local range.
But the next step is more difficult. To reach outside your
local region requires the brewer to win a quote for the
regular range, or qualify for the order range.
- The lowest distribution in the regular range is to 30
stores. There are usually one or two at every launch,
"says Johan Ahlstedt, Beer assessor and market
launcher.

Stockholm – Capital of Sweden

The launch plans are well prepared and often there are many different breweries and importers who contribute
beer at the various quotes. All tests are done completely blindly and afterwards everyone can see the points for
the different beers. Often there are between 30 and 40 beers fighting for a place on the Systembolaget shelves.
When a beer has come into the regular range, it is sold to remain. The beer which is selling the worst in a segment
are taken out of the listing, and those who sell well may come to more stores. Here there is an opportunity for,
in particular, smaller breweries to lock at a certain level in order to handle the deliveries.
Become a supplier to Systembolaget? Contact kundtjanst@systembolaget.se or +46-771-83 83 00
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Max Lundgren
Flanders Investment and Trade Agency
c/o Embassy of Belgium
Kungsbroplan 2, 2nd floor
Kungsholmen – Stockholm
T: +46 8 21 06 16
E: stockholm@flanderstrade.com
https://www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com
Disclaimer
The information in this publication is provided for background information that should enable you to get a picture of the subject treated in this
document. It is collected with the greatest care based on all data and documentation available at the moment of publication. Thus this publication
was never intended to be the perfect and correct answer to your specific situation. Consequently it can never be considered a legal, financial or
other specialized advice. Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) accepts no liability for any errors, omissions or incompleteness, and no warranty is given
or responsibility accepted as to the standing of any individual, firm, company or other organization mentioned.
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